Solenostemon ( Coleus) ‘Tapestry Series’
Initial introductions are ‘Goth Glam’, ‘Marrakech Mesh’ and ‘Pink Bomb’
Sedum mexicanum hybrid
Key Benefits
‘Tapestry’ Coleus are a real breakthrough in plant breeding and selection of Coleus.
These varieties are very slow to send up flowers which is one of the banes of older
selections. Any flowers that do develop, please prune off below the flower head. The
foliage of Coleus is the reason gardeners plant them for the tropical effects they give to the
garden with the minimum of fuss. Aside from this benefit which is very real the cut stems
will last very well for several days in floral arrangements indoors.
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Origin
Coleus breeding has given us outstanding and better plantings over the last few years. The
sub-tropical garden is easy with these plants as part of the selection. Colourful foliage
includes dark purple of ‘Goth Glam’, the meshed colours of lime green and purple of
‘Marrakech Mesh’ and the shocking pink and silver of ‘Pink Bomb’. Solenostemon
scutellarioides which is the major parent of these three selections is a native plant in
Malaysia and through other South East Asian countries.
Uses
No matter what you do if you have a semi shaded to sunny area, you need to consider
planting these foliage shrubs. Semi shade will grow larger leaves which accentuates the
foliage and form of the plant. Growing up to 100cm tall these three selections are so bushy
with a spread of 75 cm. In the garden we have not seen any flower spikes on ‘Pink Bomb’
and Goth Glam as they grow, since planting them in the early part of the year.
CARE

Most Soil Types

Keep Moist

All ‘Tapestry’ Coleus are strong growers during the growing season they need regular
watering and addition of balanced fertiliser at monthly intervals. Watch for the odd insect
that may come to visit and treat accordingly. Pruning if needed is best done in the warmer
months of the year.
Another super selection from the team at Proven Winners.
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Wear gloves and wash
hands after gardening.
Look for this plant in all good
garden nurseries.
For additional information and images
contact:
Aussie Winners on (07) 3206 7676
Email: info@aussiewinners.com.au
Marketed in Australia & New
Zealand by Aussie Winners Pty Ltd
Ph (61) 07 32067676.
More information on this plant and
other selections is available from
www.provenwinners.com.au and
www.provenwinners.co.nz
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